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ABSTRACT 
 
This “study” explores two central topics: 1.) The logistics and details of basket weaving 
as both a skill and a business in Dolpa and 2.) The cultural value of the woven bamboo basket, 
also in Dolpa. My fieldwork started in lower Dolpa, (Dunai and Bysagar), peregrinated north 
into the Tarap Valley, and then returned back down to Dunai. From my research I attempt to 
provide an insight into the way people, of all walks of life in Dolpa, think and relate to this tool 
(kompa), and then attempt to derive larger moral implications from what I have observed. This 
“study” is both pragmatic and abstract, a little irreverent and over-earnest. I hope this fusion of 
styles is not annoying, but rather, makes for an enjoyable, and finally, valuable read.  
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KIND OF SELF-INDULGENT INTRODUCTION 
 
It is a favorite and wry stereotype that college students like to drink beer. Being a college 
student myself, I can personally attest to at least a small number of examples that fulfill this 
trope, namely, myself and many of my friends. Being so inclined to drink a can or bottle or 
growler of cold beer pretty much at any time after 12 pm, we college-friends have on quite a few 
occasions been staggered by the volume and mass of hoppy liquid that has been consumed on 
any given week/end.  
If college-students-drink beer-I’m-a-college-student-so-me-too seems like a heinous non 
sequitur, it’s not as bad as you think. From these words on the glutenous elixir-of-scholastic-life 
I will summon an anecdote, and, from that anecdote, will go on to discuss the cultural position of 
the bamboo basket in Nepal (dhoko in Nepali, kompa in Tibetan), mainly in the mid-western 
Dolpa district, the largest of the country’s seven districts, which is filled with a veritable quack-
ton of said woven bamboo baskets.  
 
ANECDOTE I. 
On a cold October night in 2015, a friend of mine, named Yard (Israeli parents, big black 
beard, septum piercing, kindness, his mother’s mini-van), came to visit me at my Vermont 
college campus. It was a Friday night and he had brought in his sputtering green vehicle a case of 
my favorite pale ale. After the ceremonious exchange of hello’s and how’s your yurt and meet 
my friend so-and-so, we decided to go to another friend’s dorm room, beer in tow, to spend the 
evening there. If you didn’t know, beer, besides being delicious, is heavy. A little bit heavier 
than water, with an approximate specific gravity (SG) of 1.0102 and a density of 1.050 g/cm3, 
when carrying, say, 24 cans of this stuff, things can get heavy, fasti. Because of this, Yard, before 
locking his car, pulled out a torso sized woven-ash basket he had made the year before to carry 
our load for the evening.  
The room we were visiting was the small boxy quarters of Milo from Maine. Seeing that 
I had met Yard at a primitive living skills camp we both worked at, and knowing that Milo 
himself lived part-time in a yurt he built, worked at a boat shop in the summer, and generally 
liked to make things, I anticipated nothing other than fast friendship between my two 
Handmadeophiles friends. When we arrived, Milo was sitting on his floor drinking tea and !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!2!Compared to water’s neat SG of 1!
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reading something to do with boats or wood. I introduced the two and left them to bond, took a 
beer from the basket, and went to talk to a girl, somewhere else. When I came back fifteen 
minutes later, Milo and Yard were rocking back and forth, the foam in their mouths either the 
product of carbonated ale or rabid conversation (I couldn’t tell), engaged in what looked like a 
great time. Liberal arts campuses often can tout many well-read/intellectually passionate people, 
and come weekends an objective observer can often overhear just as many conversations about 
climate change and Kierkegaard as debates over baseball and Justin Bieber. So ‘What’, I 
thought, were Milo and Yard talking about? Was it beer, the old favorite, or Nietzsche, the old 
curmudgeon? Was it, personally significant, regarding the value of the college degree in the 
current marketplace; or globally oriented, about the refugee crisis in Europe? Was it, 
fatalistically focused, the growing acidification of the world’s oceans or, hopefully, Renewable 
energy? Was it Dendrology? Was it God?  
When I sat down and joined Yard and Milo their conversation was nothing less nor more 
than a fervent exchange of knowledge and interest in the pale ash basket filled with beer that sat 
obliviously, but sturdily at their side.  
 To save time here, I’ll cut to the chase and say Milo and Yard got along very well and 
became fast friends3 and spent much of the rest of the evening absorbed in rather exclusive 
dialectics regarding all things handmade. It seemed to be the favorite topic of the night, and 
made for good conversation without a doubt, but more than just indulging my long-entrenched 
fancy with things made from A Time Before, the passion with which my two friends merged 
their interests regarding the ash basket piqued my curiosity. I was, of course, accustomed to 
being interested in things of this nature: the handmade, indigenous technologies, antiquated and 
now obscure traditional skills and arts: carving wooden spoons and bowls, learning friction fire 
techniques, reading American Indian lore and creation stories, yurts and tipis, and blacksmithing 
had all grown from the joys of my childhood into the interests of adulthood—I even took a class 
on Japanese boat building the year before, for God’s sake. But why, I wondered that night, why 
am I and many of my educated, middle to upper-middle class American friends so intrigued by 
these things that more and more development and history and society tell us are no longer of any 
concern? What is it that I and Yard and Milo are looking for and maybe even finding in these 
obscure things from our species past? Because in the passion and excitement and sheer fact of 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!3!Not un-aided by the beer consumed.!
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our almost ineffable interest in one woven ash basket there seems to be a lesson to be learned and 
a question to be answered.  
Technologies and skills that worked with great success for hundreds, sometimes 
thousands of years, are the result of generations of ingenuity and design brilliance of our 
ancestors, with their own quirks and delights and uses that sadly, come the-new-the-better and 
the more efficient have been for the most part forgotten. The bowdrill and handrill were replaced 
by the lighter and the match stick; the bow and arrow mixed with tracking replaced by the rifle in 
the hunting stand; the two man bow saw by the chainsaw; the horse and plow by the tractor; the 
animal skin coat by the down jacket; the foot powered lathe by plastic kitchenware; the hand-
loom for the fabric-factory; the canoe for the motorboat; the performance for the record for the 
iPod; the theater for the movie-theater etc. etc. etc. If I wanted to, with enough simple research, I 
could continue listing for the rest of this paper’s page requirements the technological and social 
developments of modernity pared bleakly with elegies of things they replaced—but the point is 
made, I think. Kind of tiring and sad to think about, maybe, but is it unnecessary? The customary 
status of lost-technology list (I think) can be thought of like an obituary of a massive amount of 
human generations that is stuck to the backside of an announcement page detailing the joy and 
beauty of all the births in the month of July. It’s kind of sad to look at or think about, and only a 
handful of fringe-type aesthetic/historical weirdoes and fanatics (i.e. Yard and Milo and me) tend 
to like to do, but (I still think) one should not let the obituaries go unread. Not that newborns and 
life should go uncelebrated, but that the lives and memories of those that have died should not be 
pushed out of our collective consciousness.  
But so, what I really mean to do with this, I know, egregious lists and gross metaphor, is 
not lament or declaim the new, necessarily, but to remember the old. For there is beauty in the 
past, brilliance in our inventive history with lessons in detail and design and a way of 
appreciating the things we have that Milo has found in the old schooners he restores during the 
summers and the Yurt he spends warm nights in, that Yard has found in hide-tanning and his ash 
basket, and for myself, in the past three months of observing and appreciating and then finally 
studying the woven bamboo baskets of Nepal.  
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I. A MAN NAMED LHUNDUP, THE MYSTERY BAMBOO, BASKETS AS BUISNESS, 
AND THE ACT OF MAKING 
 
 GETTING THERE 
In the beginning of April, 2016, I flew, with two other students, from Nepalgunj in far-
south, western Nepal to Juphal, the only airport in Dolpa. Flying to remote parts of Nepal often 
occurs aboard Twin Otter bush planes designed to be light and quick to land and take off and 
basically be small enough that they really help you understand that you are actually flying, in a 
box of metal that is suspended not by magic like those behemoths that we are accustomed to 
drinking cranberry juice and watching movies in, but by small metal blades and weird stiff wings 
that do something with air and lift and some stuff else that I don’t understand…it can be a 
revelatory experience.  
Unlike flying over the continental US where metropolitan areas recede into entrancing, 
beautiful fractal patterns of flickering lights and black and grey geometrics, or the Midwest-
from-above monopoly feel you get looking down at the clean green order of cornfields drifting 
below you, flying in Nepal is something else. Once you leave the colorful urban development of 
the Kathmandu valley and fly in the foothills or even through the Himalayas, traveling by air is 
not a process in helping to simplify, organize and perspectivize the chaos of the earth as we see it 
daily into its palatable gestalt, but just an extension of said confusion. Cruising slightly above the 
folds of terraced mountainsides, past white rocky tipped peaks, surrounded by the biggest points 
and humps on the planet, you are not just reminded but blatantly shown how massive, how wild, 
and how, in the end, unconquerable the planet is. We may be able to affect the planet we inhabit 
(viz. with terraces, roads, warming of the climate etc.), but from a little whirring and turbulent 
plane it becomes clear, never conquer, either.  
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(The prespectivizing Twin-Otter itself. Photo by author.) 
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From Juphal we walked south east along the Thuli Bheri river to the tiny town of Bysagar 
where my translator and guide and friend Rinzi-la Lama, a school teacher in Doh Terap, ran into, 
talked with, and befriended a man who claimed to weave bamboo baskets. My topic of study and 
reason for travel to Dolpo being kompa4 (to many local’s amusement) Rinzi-la quickly arranged  
for the man to come to the guest house we were staying in and talk with me that night. After 
customary belly-packing event of daal bhating, the fellow arrived and we sat down to talk, 
haltingly, through translation. 
The man’s name was Lhundup (LD), he was in his late 30’s early 40’s, wore a pair of 
faded denim pants, a brown button-up work shirt, and a yellow well worn jacket that looked like 
something between a suit-jacket and a coat. He smoked and drank apple brandy. Lhundup-la 
explained to me that he lived just west of Bysagar (we had walked past his home and fields that 
day) but was originally from the town of Chailpara, which rose a little over 1,000 feet directly 
above where we satii. This was one of the villages that constituted the scattering of mountainside 
communities I had been told had some of the best baskets and weavers in Dolpo, called Meh in 
the Tibetan dialect spoken by many Dolpa people. He had moved down to Bysagar fourteen 
years ago because there was “better”, meaning more, business down on the road. From what I 
gathered, LD-la was a man of many trades, a “businessman” as Phurwa Gyaltsen, another 
teacher and guide/translator/friend from Doh, had distrustfully called him. He had mules, wheat 
fields, harvested and sold firewood, had a small store in his home that sold food and beer and 
other commodities, and also, apparently, sold baskets. He told me (as everyone else I would 
speak with) that he had learned to weave kompa 26 years ago at the age of 15-16 from his father, 
and that it is an exclusively male skilliii. This turned out not to be entirely true as his kind and 
tough looking wife—who reminded me of a biker-chick I think only because she wore a head 
scarf that looked like a bandana—eventually spent some time helping me understand an 
especially tricky pattern in the weaving process, and makes me think that LD-la meant it is the 
business, and not exclusively the skill, of basket weaving which agnate. Questions of gender 
roles aside here (which are numerous and fascinating) LD-la and I concluded our meeting with a 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
4 From here on out I will use this Tibetan word for basket used by locals, kompa, or the English 
word, basket, because I studied with and interviewed almost exclusively people who spoke this 
Dolpa Tibetan-dialect, and therefore am trying to stay, in some minor way, true to my experience 
in Dolpa.  
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glass of brandy and agreed to meet the next morning at 7:30 to go up a neighboring valley to 
harvest some bamboo, after which he would show me how to weave kompa. 
 
DOING IT I. 
The next morning at 8:15 am LD-la, a friend of his (who went unnamed and was very muscular 
and for the most part friendly but also kind of scary with his silence and tank top), Rinzi-la and 
myself headed up the valley formed by the Byas Gad river which winds uphill almost directly 
north of the western periphery of Bysagar. To avoid seeming etymologically inobservant I would 
wager that, yes, “Bysagar” probably is some sort of Anglo-transliteration that for some reason 
left the “Byas Gad” river alone on my map. Anyway. The hiking was winding and precipitous 
and gorgeous. A clean white river played in falls and eddies all along and across the valley floor, 
and ragged green-sided mountains with oxen and goats grazing at Mount-Olympus-heights 
flanked our sides west and east. About an hour into the hike, LD-la pointed out two women 
carrying down enormous loads of leafy bamboo, supported Nepali-fashion by a strap against 
their forehead, the weight bared by back and neck. LD-la explained via Rinzi-la that these 
women were harvesting late season leafy bamboo for use in house construction. I would later see 
bamboo peeking out of holes in the walls and ceilings in several places I stayed, all the way even 
up in Tarap, where at an altitude of 4,209 meters in the higher section of Tokyu in which I later 
stayed, not only bamboo, but nothing taller than a shrub, can grow.  
 After some more walking uphill, we stopped for lunch at a small terraced and 
intricately irrigated chili farm that had suddenly appeared as we cleared a crest around the 
midpoint of the valley. Bitter buckwheat pancakes, a fat nacreous radish, ground chili wetted 
with apple brandy, and a can of Lhasa beer (3.3% ABV, bought at the China/Dolpa border) made 
our lunch in the sun. After that we climbed for another hour, ran into some of LD’s friends 
letting their animals graze, had some chang (a local “beer” brewed from barley grains, but closer 
to a thick creamy wine, which part of the brewing process uses a small kompa as filter). Around 
10:45 LD-la spotted an arching clump of bamboo growth amidst the many scattered clumps on 
the west facing mountainside that he thought may have enough self-produced shade beneath the 
arch for there to still be young growth stalks for weaving.  
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(The start of our walk up the valley, along the Byas Gad river. Photo by author.) 
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THE SCIENCE/ECONOMICS OF BAMBOO/KOMPA 
There seems to be a minor amount of disagreement/confusion/lack of up to date seminal 
bamboo-of-Nepal published works accessible on the Internet. Almost every source I consulted 
gave a different, sometimes vague, sometimes eybrow-raisingly exact number of the amount of 
bamboo species found in Nepal. One source claimed there were “more than forty”iv species in 
Nepal, some provide a short list of only the common species, and one exuberant, 
“environmentally committed” architecture firm profess 81 species, just above an unfortunate but 
silly typo claiming “traditional bamboo users…amount to about 3.3 [people] in Nepal alone”.   
However, one of the better sources I found was a book accessible as a PDF called 
Bamboos of Nepal, by one Chris Stapleton, which lists eleven genera encompassing 32 species, 
and handles the sometimes mind-numbing topic of academic botany artfullyv. Published in 1994, 
the book is probably missing some of the more obscure, recently discovered bamboos of Nepal, 
but is for the most part, thorough and valuable. I used BON and one online Tribhuvan University 
(TU) publication that draws on Stapleton’s work in order to identify the bamboo LD-la and I 
used to weave kompa.  
Noting the protean and often contradictory range of information I encountered regarding 
the documented western-academic knowledge bamboo in Nepal, I think rather than criticizing 
the lack or poverty of research on the topic, it is more reasonable to note that there just appears to 
be a seriously large variety of different types of bamboo in Nepal, many of them, as I 
experienced, not easy to access. One writer mentioned the likelihood of many yet-to-be 
academically identified different species in the far west of Nepal, which apparently has gone 
unexplored by the university bamboo-botanists. The majority of the bamboo that grows in Nepal 
can be found in the East, but the widest range of genera can be found in high rainfall areas (such 
as Pokhara and Ilam), and the tallest most abundant growth in the flat hot low lands of southern 
Nepalvi. In the south mainly grows the larger variety of bamboo delineated by locals as baas,vii 
but it is amongst the temperate and sub-alpine genera I worked with in the mountainous and high 
altitude region of Dolpa. The hardos of Nepal’s bamboo-species’ willing to live at altitude levels 
as high as, say, LD-la’s neighborhood, is of a shorter-statured variety, called nigalo by locals. 
Not having a plant identification book along with me, I am not positive as to the exact species of 
bamboo LD-la and I harvested, but I have been able to virtually and from afar narrow down the 
possibilities to two species within on genus, quite confidently.  
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On a list of bamboos and their uses/locations in Nepal written by Keshab Shrestha of TU, 
the only bamboo cited as being used for weaving and falling within the necessary altitude 
margins for growing off the Byas Gad river—around 2,400-2,600 meters—is the species 
Himalayacalamus Cupreus, called Mali'nge nigalo in Nepaliviii. The Himalayacalamus genus is 
described by Stapleton as:  
“Clump-forming thornless bamboos up to 8m tall, found from 1,800-2,500m in cool 
broadleaved forest, and also widely cultivated. They have single flowers, short buds, and 
15-40 branches… They are more tolerant of cold and are often found at higher altitude, 
but they are also less drought tolerant. The new shoots of several species are edible and 
often harvested” (pg 43). 
H. Cupreus is described by Shrestha (who published at least a couple years after Stapleton and 
may have had more up to date research, hence the expanded altitude range) as growing between 
2,300-2,800 meters, and identified it as ecologically common species primarily used as a 
weaving resource. Stapleton writes, further:  
“It is the highest altitude Himalayacalamus species found so far… Because of its large 
culms with long internodes, this is the most sought after bamboo in the area, and it is now 
carefully managed in order to control its exploitation. The new shoots are very palatable, 
and they are often collected. This practice is now restricted, as it reduces the number and 
size of culms which can be harvested later. Porters passing through the forest may have 
their loads inspected to check that they are not removing shoots of this species.  
 Using the sketches and descriptions provided by Stapleton to identify the mystery bamboo LD 
and I harvested is by no means a flawless method of plant identification, but as far as basic 
things like comparing altitude and region placement, my mystery bamboo can really only be 
H.Cupreus. We were in a valley that at its base was around 2,400 m, and we climbed, probably, 
around 300 m, leaving the necessary range of the species to go up to 2,700 or so. There are 
several other species of Himalayacalamus that come close regionally and anatomically, like H. 
asper, but do not meet the altitude requirements. 
 Therefore, out of a process of elimination, guided by the ever-gentle C. Stapleton, 
without certainty, but with conviction, I identify H.Cupreus as the mystery bamboo of LD-la’s 
choice. 
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(LD-la [left] and Rinzi-la [right] under an arching clump of H.Cupreus. Photo by author.) 
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While the local word Mali'nge nigalo might feel like the more appropriate word to use in this 
discussion (seeing that I encountered the bamboo and worked with it at the guidance of a fellow 
who called it nigalo) the reason I continue to use the Latin name is its specificity; where as 
Mali'nge nigalo is used by locals to describe a number of Himalayacalamus species they 
encounterix, the Latin name refers only to this very species. From here on out I will continue to 
use the Latin nomenclature.   
 The “clump” LD-la had spotted indeed possessed young enough bamboo for weaving. 
LD-la explained that bamboo “likes” and grows best in wet, shady places. What was interesting 
about this fact, however, was that the degree of shade appeared to be significant for our 
purposes. LD-la had explained that it was late in the season to harvest bamboo suitable for 
weaving, and that it would be difficult, but feasible, to find bamboo that had yet sprouted shoots 
at its nodes (the joints that run the length of the culm [which is the scientific word for the “stalk”, 
or “rod”]), becoming too stiff and brittle to work with. This means that, while bamboo grows 
well in shady spots, we were trying to find a next level up of shade, one that had been so shady it 
had slowed down the growth of some of the bamboo.  
Bamboo suitable for kompa needs to be roughly thumb thick, and still young enough that 
it still had its new-growth, chalky, light green color reminiscent of the yeasty film that covers 
fresh blueberries. No shoots could have emerged from the nodes, thus there would be almost no 
foliage on the culm, except maybe at the thin, dispensable top. LD-la explained (with a lot of 
interjections and pauses as we all, translator, teacher, and student, tried to discuss prime-
bamboo-cutting months with our fingers, to lessen the muddling that seemed to be happening in 
translation) that harvesting bamboo happens on three or four month cycles. One harvests 
propitiously sized bamboo in the months of January-March (and into April, if necessary, as we 
were doing), then lets the young shoots grow for April-June, then harvest again July-September 
(and if necessary October), then rest October-December, and repeatx. This allows for harvesting 
roughly six months out of the year, at the least, and places the kompa weaving and selling time of 
the year in distinct calendar sections. In April/May, and October/November (i.e. at the close of 
each 3 month harvesting season), people from all around Dolpa (mostly people from upper 
Dolpa where bamboo cannot grow because of altitude, but where the kompa is no less essential 
to way of life) come down to the Bysagar area to buy the kompas that have been made in the 
three months of harvesting and weavingxi. As well as customers traveling down to lower Dolpa 
for kompa, sellers will also travel to upper Dolpa, mainly the Tarap villages, a two/three day’s 
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walk north, to sell their wares. I know this not because LD told me but because I later happened 
to run into one of LD-la’s older brother, Poo (boy, in Tibetan), 53, selling baskets he had made in 
their home village of Chailpara.  
Poo-la had brought up to Tarap around 15 baskets of varying sizes and purposes to sell in 
Doh and Tokyu, and this was the only time he would make the trip to sell his kompa all year. He 
said he did not like the work because it was “hard and cut his hands”. Having done it myself, I do 
not contest these claims, and would like to spend a moment expanding on the veracity behind 
this statement. By “hard” Poo-la could have been referring to, I think, several things. One, 
simply, could be that the work is physically demanding, which it is. First, you have to hike four 
hours round trip to where bamboo grows, harvest it, then carry it down the steep terrain you just 
climbed all the way up, back to your home. Next, you need to prep the culms for weaving: the 
splitting and peeling process is surprisingly exhausting as it takes both mental exertion (make 
sure you don’t peel too thin, too think, cut off your pointer etc.) and physical 
strength/control/skill. After the peeling comes the weaving, which is a whole Pandora’s box of 
patterns and steps that I will spare for now but limn in summary in the next section of this essay, 
below. Then, after all this is said and done and whoopee! you have a basket, you then need to 
walk two or three days, gaining several thousand meters in elevation, to the villages of Tarap to 
actually make money off the fruit off your (vigorous) labor. All in all, using estimates and 
observations I got from LD, with four hours round trip for harvesting, three hours (at a casual 
rate) for each mid-sized basket, and somewhere around six or seven days walking (with one day 
fit in for selling), this business emerges as relatively time consuming and, yes, “hard” work. The 
other possible meaning of Poo-la’s word choice of “hard” is the financial side of the kompa coin, 
which is, let us say, not quite Gold.  
Poo-la had with him, like I said, around 15 baskets. He had told me he averaged making 
around 2 baskets a day, and had worked for around a week to make them before he came to 
Tarap to sell. He was pricing the smaller kompa at 600 npr, and the middle-sized/larger ones at 
800-900xii. Say 7 of his baskets were small, and 8 were large, if he sold all of his stock (which he 
expected to, he told me), Poo-la would make, at most, 11,400 npr. Two baskets a day, at 15 
baskets: that’s around over one week of production, with one week for walking/selling. So, in a 
little over two weeks Poo-la makes 11,400 npr. At first glimpse, this actually doesn’t seem that 
bad. 
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(Some of the kompa Poo-la had brought up to Tarap to sell. Photo by author.) 
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For a country where the gross national income (GNI) is 700 USD, especially for a rural, 
natural resource/ag. reliant semi-pastoralist, 114 US dollars for sub-two weeks of work are 
actually quite good wagesxiii. But here’s the kicker: before Poo-la left me to sell his baskets he 
mentioned, (amidst my probably registrably creepy fascination with “the beauty and art of his 
baskets”) that he has to pay The Ministry of Forest and Soil Conservation (MFSC) 15,000 npr 
each year for harvesting rights for bambooxiv. He pays 15,000 npr and he can cut as much as he 
wants, he said. All of a sudden, with this business expense factored in, Poo-la really doesnt make 
much money selling baskets after all. In fact, if this was the only business Poo-la was doing with 
bamboo, he would actually be losing 3,600 npr, annually. This leads me to believe that Poo-la 
was either a.) skirting the tax, which would be reasonable, in my opinion, seeing that the 
pervasive public opinion regarding the government’s efficiency and general helpfulness for 
people in non-Dunai/Juphal Dolpa is pretty much “what efficiency and helpfulness?”xv, or b.) 
making money off bamboo harvesting other ways, such as for construction, fodder etc, or c.) was 
exaggerating or misspoke or the translation was bungled and the tax is actually, say, only 1,500 
npr. However, Rinzi-la insisted in response my vocal disbelief for such a high price that Poo-la 
had certainly said 15,000. Any way you look at it, however, it is my opinion that the business of 
kompa weaving is, indeed, “hard”. 
Another thing that struck me as interesting about the logistics of being a basket weaver 
was that the very schedule of the profession, seasonally tied, essentially makes being a year-
round “basket weaver” not really, well, a thing. I suppose a person in Dolpa could theoretically 
harvest enough bamboo during the three-month seasons to weave throughout the year (and does 
do in parts of south Nepal where the bamboo is more abundant and accessible year-roundxvi), but 
out of all the people I met who made and sold kompa, not one was of this year-round strain of 
weavers. Contradictory to what now feels like rather naive expectations of my own, the “basket 
weaver” (or more romantically, the “kompa master”) of Dolpa isn’t really some wizened fellow 
who sits year round crafting a district’s worth of baskets, but just an average fellow who happens 
to, on top of his fields and livestock and other means of income/sustenance, weave baskets. In 
the historical caste system of Nepal, the basket weaver occupies a traditionally low position, but 
curiously, all the people I met and interviewed were Tibetan-dialect speaking Buddhists, and not 
necessarily concerned with the caste association of their trade. Instead of being an identity, some 
sort of ontological, spiritual, and political denomination for the weavers of Dolpa, kompa making 
seemed to be just one more of the many traditional skills employed to make a living, i.e. get by.  
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From LD-la’s description of harvesting techniques and patterns, it would seem locals use 
a moderate practice of resource consumption. Harvesting young growth for baskets, locals 
obviously could not harvest all the culms of weaving quality, or else they would inhibit further 
growth. From what I saw LD do, it appears locals go around to different clumps, harvesting 
small amounts of what they need, and moving on to greener pastures. This method could 
accurately be called Thinning, removing enough young growth that it does not harm the clump, 
but possibly frees space and light and water and soil-nutrients for more virulent growth of the 
remaining culms. This could explain the “carefully managed in order to control its exploitation” 
part of Stepson’s section on H.Cupreus, or just be the sustainably-sound practice of the basket 
weaver, or both.  
 
DOING IT II. 
As I watched directly to his left, LD approached the clump, and with his machete, 
separated out pieces of young growth, leafless, culms. He cut a number of the straightest and 
tallest stalks with quick clean swings of his blade, and brought them over to show me the next 
step in his process. Using his machete, making two even perpendicular cuts at the exposed tube 
of the base, he split the bamboo into four even quarters, down about ten inches, either to the first 
or second node. Then, using a crucifix-like hand tool he fashioned out of an index finger-sized 
piece of bamboo, with a sturdy stick wedged through the middle, continued the quartering of the 
culm all the way down to its tip. The process in all, first cut to the final separation of one culm 
into four quarters, took roughly 30-45 seconds. Next, LD-la peeled about a third of each 
quarter’s internal mass off, in long, white strips. He held the bamboo with his left hand, and 
using the meaty section of his hand just below the thumb as support, peeled with his thumb on 
the back of the blade, towards himself, like one would peel a potato if it were thin, and very long. 
Left over were four, pliable, roughly 8th of an inch thick pieces of bamboo. This is what we 
would weave a kompa with. Seeing that I understood the process and was pleased to be finally 
getting some action, LD-la smiled at me, said “Good?”, then dropped the pieces and headed back 
down hill. Confused, I followed, thinking he had more to show me. “Why were we leaving the 
bamboo? Things were just getting good!”, I thought. As if sensing my confusion, LD-la turned to 
Rinzi-la and explain for my benefit that there wasn’t enough bamboo up here today, but that he 
had some soaking down stream of where we were for increased pliability. Apparently we hadn’t 
needed to go “harvesting” after all, but LD had wanted to show me how exactly it was done.  
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(LD-La making the first split in the bamboo culm. Photo by author) 
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I felt confused at my teacher’s cryptic, non-verbal methods of showing things to me, but 
was glad, as we went back down, to have seen what I had seen. About half way down the valley, 
LD stooped at the river that ran alongside our descent and pulled a large, dripping bundle of 
new-growth bamboo from a small pool at his feet. His muscular friend hoisted the bamboo on his 
shoulders and continued, muscularly, down the valley. We were done for the day, but as we 
parted ways at the mouth of the valley, LD-la told me to come to his home the following 
morning at 8 am. Tomorrow, he said, he would show me how to weave a bamboo basket.  
 
 
 
 
(LD-la and his muscular friend on the descent with freshly soaked bamboo) 
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DOING IT III. 
 For two days LD-la and I worked on baskets. When I say “worked on baskets” I don’t 
necessarily mean we were making baskets for two days straight, but rather, that LD was showing 
me (day 1), and then guiding me (day 2), on how to make a kompa. Basket weaving is like a lot 
of other technical, pattern-based skills that appear complex and mysterious and confusing from 
the uninitiated ogler: with clear instruction it’s actually conceptually quite easy. Any knitter can 
tell you that their wool-based activity isn’t the mysterious, wow-inducing Kabalistic practice it 
appears as to many of their younger, oft male relatives, but just a series of simple steps that, 
compounded, make up the complex-appearing whole. So with the Basket. Depending on the 
design, a kompa can look impossibly daunting to understand: intricate geometric bends and 
folds, dips in and out of its self; it’s sometimes easier to imagine the thing was born from an egg, 
or was designed by the fine artistic hand of millennial evolution as an organism, rather than the 
coarse, clumsy digits that primarily hang at our hips. But broken down into several manageable 
steps, it becomes possible to imagine how the design actually did evolve, generation from 
generation, from the mind and hands of man.  
By my reckoning, the process of weaving can be broken up into roughly six distinct 
steps. For the reader’s general conceptual understanding of the mysterious-seeming basket 
design, rather than going into pattern-detail, I will outline each step briefly to give a cohesive 
sense of the whole process and layout. I must also note that, while it may be conceptually 
manageable in pieces, basket weaving as a whole process is both physically and mentally, tricky 
work. 
 1.) The first step, already mentioned above in DOING IT II, is the splitting and peeling of 
each culm harvested. For the medium sized basket LD-la wove for the day of observation, he 
used 18 culms, which quartered into 72 strips. While theoretically this process is blandly simple, 
in practice, it is quite difficult. Quartering must result in four strips of even sizes for the sake of 
the basket’s structural and aesthetic integrity. LD-la explained that he uses the strength with 
which he pinches the culm right below the split to control the size of each quarter. When it came 
my turn to quarter, my strips were often made up of two overly-thick, and two far too thin strips. 
With enough practice, however, by the end of the two days I could generally produce four strips 
of roughly equal thickness.  
It was the peeling which was the most difficult, however. Bamboo is taxonomically a 
giant grass, but in spite of this technical designation as something I usually associate with the  
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unchallenging softness of suburban lawns, the bamboo rod is a tough bugger to grapple with. To 
begin the peel, you must cut down and into the white, internal side of the quarter, and pulling the 
blade towards yourself with your thumb, consistently take off about 1/3 of the strip’s thickness. 
When I practiced this section of the process, word had evidently spread that there was an 
American trying to weave a basket on LD-la’s roof, and a group of roughly seven locals sat, 
vastly entertained, watching me struggle. Like with the quartering, I had a lot of trouble keeping 
size consistent in what I was peeling, either just barely shaving off little wispy strips of bamboo, 
or splintering off thick sections of the culm. I cut myself a few times on both bamboo and blade, 
and in front of seven men all with hands that looked glassy with calluses and manly with flesh, it 
was hard to feel confident or cool. I tried anyway. 
2.) The second step involves beginning the actual weaving. Using 48 quartered and 
peeled strips, LD wove six bunches of four strips over and under six other bunches of four, 
forming a flat, six by six square. Up until this point, the peeled, white sides of the strips had been 
facing ground-down, while the unpeeled, green sides faced up. Using two, eight-inch long sticks 
(cut from a small plant called tsumli in Nepali and gyakshing in Tibetan) with point-tapered ends, 
LD-la wedged into a cross support, the two sticks into the square weave of the base. He then 
flipped the whole thing over, so the peeled side was facing up, the unpeeled, down. Next, he took 
one extending strip on a corner of the square, and weaving it over-under each group of four, 
completely circumscribed the square base, tightening it so that each extending strip from the 
square now propped pointing up, rather than out. He continued this tightly layering over-under 
weave (incorporating a new strip by weaving it under a few pieces of bamboo before the original 
strip runs out) slightly spiraling upwards to create a solid section of the basket’s bottom-walls. 
This covered roughly the bottom quarter of the basket’s eventual overall height. At this point, 
LD took the vertically pointing strips that came from the base, and tied them into a point at the 
top. With this, the basket looked a little bit like the shape a slightly filled trash bag holds when 
its top is tied and carried to the trash: like an elongated, large raindrop. 
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(Above: the bottom square of the kompa.  
Below: the bottom-cross support. Photos by author.) 
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3.) The next weave followed a new pattern. Using one strip folded to make two doubled 
up, but shorter strips, LD wove the folded two into the vertical strips, moving counterclockwise, 
and spiraling up with roughly six inches between each spiral. The pattern followed as such: take 
the second strip to the right of the last vertical weave and fold it back and under the two 
horizontal strips; then take the first vertical srip to the right of the previous weave, and fold that 
up and over the two horizontals. This pattern, though confusing at first, can follow a simple 
verbal expression: “second vertical: back under; first vertical: up over” that’s easy to get the feel 
of with a little practice. 
4.) LD-la then continued the horizontal spiral into a tightly woven, single strip, following 
an over under weave, similar to the base-wall weave, but at the top. At this point there is the flat, 
cross-reinforced bottom; a closely woven base-wall; a spiraling, six-inch spaced weave along the 
middle of the cylinder wall; and a closely knit top-wall.  
5.) This weave was the most confusing and mind bending aspect of the process: I had 
enough trouble following this part that there is a complete blank spot in my notes for this section 
with just the feebly scribbled “I have no idea what’s going on” to fill some space. I did, however, 
learn how to do it myself, more out of some sort of skeleto-muscular intuition than a thorough 
conceptual grasp. At the risk of making this process sound exactly like the unknowable dark-
magic I just tried to explain it was not, all I can say about this step is that it involved diagonally 
introducing previously unwoven strips into the center walls of the basket, in between the bottom 
and top walls, and then weaving another strip into loops that you had made out of the first strip. 
Just trust me when I say it was confusing when watching/trying to articulate, but pretty 
straightforward by hand. In short, this created the crosshatched look that appears in the middle-
walls of the basket 
6.) One of the final and more satisfying steps: using the tall vertically extending strips 
above the top weave, LD folded pairs of two in and over each other, to the right, to create the rim 
of the basket. The way this worked was that one pair would wrap once around the pair to the 
right of it, which was folded to run parallel to the emerging rim, and then fold itself horizontally 
and to the right as well, on top of its also horizontal neighbor. This would repeat until all the 
extending vertical strips had wrapped in a snake like spiraling weave around each other, forming 
a roundish, sturdy rim. 
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(Above: LD-la finishing the top weave. Below: LD-la finishing the rim. Photos by 
author.)
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Give or take a few minor transitional steps, and the finer details of the process, this is 
how a basket of the sort I made, is woven. Although I had the graceful translation support of 
Rinzi-la, most of the work and teaching was done in silence and by example, with my ability to 
understand and remember what I witnessed as the main method of knowledge exchange. Every 
once and a while I would beckon LD-la to stop, so I could catch up in my notes or to clarify 
something, mainly by showing him with my hands what was confusing me. When I did 
something wrong he would say, not ungently, “Mistake!”, and when I got something right, he 
would say “Good”, and move on. This mainly non-verbal style of teaching/learning, I thought, 
was a good “expression of the intersubjective nature of learning skills, that in language there 
exists just as much approximation of meaning as the approximation of experience between two 
different people.”xvii              (LD-la with completed kompa. Photo by author) 
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II. THE USES AND CULTURAL/AESTHETIC OPINION OF DOLPA-PA ON BASKETS 
 
 After I spent three days with LD-la in Bysagar, I left to walk along a section of the 
radically gorgeous trans-national Great Himalayan Trail, which overlaps with Nepal’s Dolpa 
Experience Circuit, from lower Dolpa up to Doh Tarap, where the two students I had traveled to 
Dolpa with were staying. Both of them were conducting their own research in the villages of 
Dohkyu and Dho, so when I arrived I joined the research-tour, newly woven kompa in tow, to try 
and get a sense of the cultural position the basket holds for people who live in Tarap. I was 
concerned from the start, with one central question: is the kompa regarded as nothing more than 
a useful tool necessary for daily life (like a backpack is for me as a student), or maybe, is the 
kompa appreciated in Dolpa as more than just a tool, but as a unique and valuable part of local 
culture? Looking at those words “part of local culture” on my computer screen, I have to do my 
very best not to actually cringe and check over my shoulder to see if anyone’s reading what I’ve 
just written. For some reason, the mention of someone else’s “culture” feels to me like a clumsy, 
naive, kind of voyeuristic and not at all appealing way of discussing anthropological study (if 
that’s what this is). But the phrases “socio-cultural significance” and “historical-aesthetic value” 
just felt pretentious instead, not to mention a headache to for Rinzi-la to translate when asking 
people questions for me. Therefore, I will be using the phrase “culture” when discussing, simply, 
the opinions of the people I spoke with about the role kompa plays in their family’s and 
neighbor’s lives.  
 The central reason I was eager to locate kompa on the spectrum of cultural-value in Doh 
was because, it seems logical to me, that the ways in which people value aspects of their lives is 
often a good indicator towards the more abstract values themselves of a given group. This may 
sound lofty and romantic and not all that philosophically sound, but bear with me. To use the 
culture I am most familiar with as example: on the American-frontier, early nineteenth century, 
while the bow-saw and axe were undeniably valued aspects of frontier culture, I would postulate 
that this “value” was far more associated with the drive for increased lumber production than 
with the tools themselves. That is why, I think, that along with the understandable awe and 
delight at the astounding efficiency for mass production the chainsaw provided, the axe and bow 
saw were put aside, not just in timber operations, but also as common household tools as well, to 
be replaced by their mechanized sharp-toothed brother. The catch here, though, as it was put by 
Maine homesteader/philosopher Bill Coperthwaite is that, “we make a common error when we 
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assume that a production tool or process is best for home-use”xviii. His essential argument, almost 
isomorphic to mine regarding the basket, is that when considered in terms of production cost, 
fossil fuel demand, maintenance effort, life-span, and efficiency for specific things, it is a fallacy 
to assume the New is better for all purposes. I go into the axe/chainsaw in such detail because I 
think the way in which we think about the things in our lives, as Americans, is indicative of a 
certain set of cultural values that I did not see present in Tarap, especially as they were 
exemplified in cultural opinions regarding kompa.   
This how-we-value-points-towards-what-we-value concept can be explained as follows. I 
think a culture that values something based primarily on its utile value, without time for 
sentimental or aesthetic appreciation, is unique to the highly industrialized nations of modernity. 
That when a nation/culture cherishes a tool or institution or tradition based exclusively on its 
productive efficiency, i.e. what it can produce over what it is, says some seriously bleak things 
about values as they are tied into long term happiness and moral fiber, as a culture. After a few 
days in Tokyu vaguely considering these capitalist-critiquing theories about my home country, 
alongside interviewing locals, I began to sense a general sort of ethos of this semi-pastoralist/ag-
based community of an entirely different sort than what my theories critiqued. In the interviews I 
conducted there emerged, not blatantly, but rather consistently, an aesthetic/sentimental/cultural 
relationship with kompa in Tarap that was not occluded by the logic of productivity, as is so 
often the case in my country.  
 
INTERVIEW I: AMCHISxix 
One such interview I conduct was with the three practicing Amchis (traditional Tibetan 
doctor) of the Tarap village named Amchi Karma (62), Pema Lama (58), and Amchi Gyaltsen 
(48). We sat on the porch of their health outpost, just uphill of the school that for children from 
Tokyu and Doh, looking down at the brown valley and mountains of Tarap. I could see people 
carrying Yak dung and small roots from the mountainsides for burning, on their backs, kompas. 
In response to our questions, the Amchis spoke in rapid fire Tibetan, all at once, in a swirl of 
expressive hand gestures and head nods, so that at any one time our translator and host Phurwa-
la Gyaltsen was registering and translating three different streams of speech at once. It was both 
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impressive and made my head hurt to watch.5 Initially, the Amchis spoke about their traditional 
medicine, which I think provides an apt analogue for the cultural-value of the basket in Tarap, 
and then spoke briefly of why they used kompa.  
 The crux of the Amchis evaluation of their traditional medicine as more valuable than 
“modern” medicine that comes from Kathmandu was, basically, that theirs was made locally. To 
the jaded-East-coaster’s ear, this sounds an awful lot like the popular and reductive “local is 
better” message championed by farmers markets. However, in the case of Terap, this attitude is 
quite straightforward and sound. What the Amchis said about pharmaceutical medicine was, 
mainly, that it relieved symptoms but in the long run did not cure illness. Their medicine, they 
argued, worked to combat the root cause of illness from the get-go. Ignoring the probably 
complicated and contentious scientific nature of these claims, probably the central and most lucid 
aspect to their argument was that their medicine came from local plants, so could be made 
whenever needed, and therefore essentially without an expiration date. Pharmaceuticals, 
however, are made with ingredients from all over the world, and once they have been transported 
all the way to Tarap, if they expire or run out, are difficult to obtain more of. Their medicine 
however, was locally abundant, and therefore available in a way foreign drugs simply are not.  
This logic I think, applies to the kompa in Tarap very well. Valued both for it’s utility, 
and for it’s fundamental value as a local product accessible in an area that’s notoriously difficult 
to access or import to, the Amchi’s medicine holds a similar cultural position as the kompa. By 
it’s very nature as a Dolpa made thing, these products, the medicine and the kompa, are valued 
not just for their purpose-related qualities, but for their local and cultural identity. 
In pragmatic conclusion to my questions, the Amchi’s told me that they did, indeed, use 
kompa in their daily life. Beyond uses in their fields and with their livestock, the Amchis told me 
they always use kompa when harvesting wild plants for their medicines. One quipped that it’s the 
most useful vessel to use when harvesting because, unlike plastic sacks sometimes used in Tarap 
as a cheaper carrying/storage alternative to kompa, “the top stays open”. The Amchis told me, 
lastly, although the kompa is cheaper, they all prefer to use it for work in Tarap. I left the 
interview feeling satisfied, in part I think, because they seemed so satisfied themselves.  
 !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
5 As a result of their plaited dialogue, I was unable to identify who said what throughout the 
interview, and as a result will refer to the speakers not specifically, but just as “they” or “the 
Amchis” from now on. 
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(Kompa in Jharkot, Mustang. Photo by author.) 
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INTERVIEW II: CARPENTERSxx 
 A few days after our interview the three Amchis, our small group found ourselves sitting 
on the floorboards of a home that was in the middle of being planked. The side of the room we 
sat on had just that day been planked, covered in wide coniferous boards shaved even and 
smooth with hand planes, and the room smelt resinous and fresh the way pine forests in autumn 
do. Myself, my two compatriot students, and Phurwa-la Gyaltsen sat drinking pod cha (Tibetan 
tea) while four men worked on the planking in front of us.  
As we talked, just as with the Amchis, I heard an expression of both practical and cultural 
appreciation for the kompa. Lhundup-la6 (41), quick with a hand plane and kind of the friendly 
alpha-male of the room, did most of the talking. After a few minutes of the usual discourse I was 
accustomed to regarding kompa7, LD II said something that caught me by the scruff of my neck 
and practically shouted SENTIMENTAL APRECIATION, SENTIMENTAL APPRECIATION. 
Up until this moment, I had gotten the vague sense that kompa was more than just a field tool, 
but hadn’t been able to get a tangible grasp on as to why/how. I had interviewed several people 
on the beauty of the basket, and had been satisfied to hear people earnestly designate kompa 
“beautiful”, “precious”, and “pretty”, but not yet had I gotten an explicit admission of 
sentimental value. I first asked LD II if he thought kompa had “cultural value” and if it would be 
a bad thing if it stopped being used. He said, in response, essentially “kompa does have cultural 
value”. When I asked why, he remarked that one reason was that, when you are a baby, you are 
kept in a basket. Because of this you are connected to kompa from birth, he said. Huh. Talk about  
sentimental appreciation: LD II was essentially saying that kompa isn’t just a tool that is used by 
laborers, or is useful for people, but is something that you grew up, not just around, but actually 
in. It literally cradled you. Like mothers cradle you. It’s as if the little spindly jail-bar like crib I 
slept in as an infant continued to be something I used, every day, into my adulthood. If you think 
about the way certain8 people feel about blankets from their childhood, or the way we tend to get 
kind of gooey and sentimental when we see photos of ourselves as babies, this distinction of 
kompa-as-crib that turns into a part of adulthood kind of illuminates the theory that people in 
Tarap has a distinct cultural/aesthetic/sentimental relationship to kompa. It would be easy to twist 
what I’m saying into “because they slept in a basket as babies people from Tarap are in some !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
6 Not my teacher from Bysagar. I will call him LD II.   
7 Viz. they’re damn useful, nothing else does a better job, local etc. 
8 Albeit, often kind of weird 
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infantile-Freudian way attached to it”, but that’s not it. What I’m saying is that, as far as 
appreciating something, especially a tool, not for just the productivity it represents but as an 
object in-and-of-itself, this from-birth-to-adulthood relationship seems pretty supportive.  
Another way of saying this is that, hearing LD II talk about kompa, I got the distinct 
impression that the basket is valued in a way that a lot of things in America are not. If you can, I 
challenge You The Reader to think of an object, a physical thing, that we as Americans value for 
more than it’s productive or pleasure-bringing qualities: for sentimental and positive reasons 
having to do with our identity as Americans. Something that is both sectarian and non-violent, 
and non-nationalistically symbolic, but tangible9. I don’t know about you, but I have trouble 
doing it. And this isn’t to say that is necessarily a wrong or bad thing, but for a nation so often 
defined by its abundance of material goods, doesn’t it seem strange we don’t have some Thing of 
comparable cultural worth? And that maybe, its not a lack of things to appreciate, but an 
attitudinal, ideological, dispositional, and maybe moral discrepancy between American and 
Dolpa-pa culture?  
 
 INTERVIEW II: SNOW LEOPARD RESIDENCE STUDENT 
One of our days in Dolpa, I was staying in a Dunai guest house with the two other 
students before the scary flight back to Nepalgunj when we ran into a group of high school 
students from Tarap who we had met in Kathmandu before our trip started. There were three 
girls and one boy in this class who, through the support of the incredible French NGO Vision 
Dolpo, had been studying in Kathmandu since they were twelve years old, and staying at an all-
Dolpo-pa-student boarding house/Dolpa student community, called Snow Leopard Residence. 
They were all sixteen years old now, and had not seen their parents nor been back to Tarap in 
four years. They had returned to Dolpa for several months after taking exams to visit their 
families and to help teach at the school in Tarap before they returned to Kathmandu to finish up 
the remainder of their pre-University studies. That night, a group of them came to our guest 
house in the evening to talk about our time in Tarap, and it was in conversation with one of the 
students that I received the following comment. I was lobbing out my usual “How do you feel 
about baskets” series when one of the girls, name undocumented (but probably16), told me she 
views kompa as in some way representative of her home. That she felt a sort of dare I say 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
9 The Bible, The Gun, and The Flag, respectively. 
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“sentimental” association with kompa as a identifying part of Tarap’s culture. I’m sure this girl, 
if prodded by further intrusive anthropological goading, could have produced several other items 
of cultural-value to her, just as I am not under the illusion that kompa holds some sort of divine 
cultural status in Tarap. But what this girl did was articulate a remaining, if not amplified, sense 
of kompa’s significance for people from Tarap, even after being away from home and probably 
not that involved with baskets for four years. That from afar, removed from its practical uses, the 
kompa remained as a cultural-signifier, as indicative of something precious to this girl from Doh 
Tarap.  
 
INTERVIEW IV: MONEY LENDERS CALL ME OUTxxi 
One of the most thought-provoking interviews I conduct was with two men named 
Pasang and Tinley Lama. They sat on cushions in Pasang’s home drinking tea and eating bitter 
buckwheat cakes with chili while the three of us students and Phurwa-la Gyaltsen sat catter-
corner to them, lobbing questions into the afternoon air. They were kind and willing to answer 
our questions and appeared to me to be of a higher socioeconomic status than anyone else I had 
encountered in Tarap. The quality and size of the home, the presence of television and speakers, 
the expansive set of dishware, the propane stove etc. all pointed to a wealth that was novel in 
Tarap. One of the students I was with, researching money-lending culture in Tarap, asked them 
each to list what livestock they owned. It was a fair amount. In response to more of her 
questions, they also revealed that they lend money to locals at 30% interest rates.   
Moving as far away from economics as I could, I asked a few questions about baskets, 
mainly: “would they use the word “beautiful” to describe kompa”, and then, “what, in their own 
words would they say makes something beautiful?”. My questions were relatively abstract and, I 
think, they thought, kind of silly. I imagined someone coming into my home and asking me how 
beautiful I thought my wheelbarrow is. In most of my interviews with people from Dolpa, I had 
noticed either a not un-friendly disinterest in my questions, or an earnest engagement. Sensing 
the former response, I decided to back down a little from my abstractions. We talked for a few 
more minutes and I began to get ready to leave, when Pasang told Phurwa-la to tell me that “If I 
thought their way of life was so beautiful, they would trade with me and take my place in 
America.” Obviously, this was intended as a joke, and was a pretty good one too, but in the 
moment made me a little uncomfortable. In the roughly two weeks I had spent talking to people 
about baskets, not once had anyone called me out on my somewhat voyeuristic technological 
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idolatry of the their “culture”. Pasang however, did. I had been so caught up in trying to make 
clear my enthusiasm for the part of their culture that I was studying, I probably had come off as a 
little weird, if not naïve. To some of the people I spoke with, the kompa was nothing more than a 
symbol of Nepal’s backward economy, underdeveloped infrastructure, and general poverty. For 
me as an American college student to come into one of the poorest countries in the worldxxii and 
start making claims about “beauty”, was a risky thing to do, one that calls into question a whole 
maelstrom of things to do with privilege, geo-politics, and the purpose of anthropological study 
that I do not feel wholly prepared to discuss. What I can say though, in response to Pasang’s 
well-aimed quip, and in commentary on this whole essay, is that I am not saying the semi-
pastoralist/ag. lifestyle or culture is superior or perfect or ideal. What I am saying, however, is 
that there are interesting comparative questions that can be drawn from the relationship/opinions 
individuals hold towards baskets as I encountered them in Dolpa, questions that I will attempt to 
identify and maybe even answer in the section below.  
 
III. CAPATALIST/CONSUMER CULTURE CRITIQUING INTERLUDE 
 
ANECDOTE II  
The summer after I graduated high school I worked on a vegetable farm in Vermont 
where I spent an hour in the mornings, every day, harvesting huge heads of lettuce that 
dispositionally delighted by the mid-summer moderate heat and consistent rain. For this hour, I 
would walk along two or three long, north/south running rows of lettuce and harvest 20 to 40 
heads for the day’s restaurant and retail orders. To transport the lettuce back to the packing room, 
we farm-hands, with the remarkable affluence and fortune of woking in a paved, highly 
developed state in an even-more-of-those-things country, had a small John Deere truck-like 
ATV, called a Gator. This Gator thing allowed us to pop the often dew-heavy loads of produce 
into the bed of a motorized vehicle and zip back to the farmhouse in minutes. Not much carrying, 
nor baskets; no head straps or mules. Efficient and easy and really incredible. There is no 
denying that. But here’s where my DON’T TOSS IT OUT THE PRACTICAL WINDOW YET 
argument for the basket comes into play: in the interstice between row and Gator, we harvesters 
(some being a late bloomer and not all that muscular or hairy or tall) carried the sometimes 
cumulative dew-soaked 40 pound weight of lettuce in plastic trash bins. These bins could hold a 
lot, absolutely, were cheap and abundant in just about any place in North America, obviously 
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preferred by the owners of the farm for these reasons, and, also, an absolute fickle floppy bastard 
to carry when full. As soon as any weight had entered these grey flimsy lumps we used as a 
harvesting/carrying tool, my morning invariably devolved into a session in that hobbling 
awkward waltz one does when they’re carrying something large and bottom heavy with poor 
hand holds. And now, after seeing the amount of weight a bamboo basket can carry, and be 
carried by a person navigating steep or rocky terrain, I am finding myself feeling a little bit bitter 
towards the sweet old couple who owned the farm, and also like a fool too.  
If we as a society of consumers, producers and laborers are so set on good-old capitalistic 
efficiency, why, then, do we use cheap plastic trash bins that are hard to carry to be efficient 
with? Why not, alongside our Gator, employ some easy-to-use thing like, say, a bamboo or ash 
or willow or whatever basket? Well, 1.) because it feels cheaper to use plastics made in factories 
that are numerous and, well, cheap, but mainly 2.) because we have forgotten how or even why 
to make such things like kompa. That, I think, is one of the great ironies of modern development 
and technology that’s geared towards greater efficiency: when our myopic throbbing for the new 
and efficient keeps us from being as efficient as we could be. And in quick response to reason 2: 
when it comes to possible solutions to the little, easily overlooked, innumerable inefficiencies 
and challenges in the way we do things day to day, in the field and in the home, wouldn’t it make 
sense that things that were designed over millennia for these very purposes might not be a bad 
place to start? Like something that has been used for centuries to carry things by hand and back 
wouldn’t be a little bit better for carrying things than a plastic trash bin? And for reason 1: if we 
(as American capitalists) were truly and intelligently concerned with efficiency and profit, 
wouldn’t we reasonably opt for the slightly more expensive but higher quality tools necessary for 
the very productivity and efficiency we claim to crave, rather than the junk-food tool, the cheap, 
low quality, quickly accessible and quickly broken thing that slows down said productivity? 
Doesn’t that seem just like a basic economic verity?  
But instead, no matter how much we want to be perceived and perceive ourselves as 
“modern for efficiencies sake” I think the universal preference for the new over the old comes 
not entirely from logical factors of efficiency, but from some weird, poignantly human, 
evolutionarily old, deeply unhappy belief that what we have now isn’t as good as what we could, 
maybe, have soon. That our compulsion for the newest technology isn’t necessarily driven 
logically by industry but driven illogically by the same human flaws that Gautama taught escape 
from.  
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(Lunch with Phurwa-La Gyaltsen  and his infant nephew, Rinzin, one such baby who spends 
much of his time in a kompa. Photo by author.) 
 
IV. A RUMINATION ON THE VALUE OF THE BASKET BY AN AMERICAN, WHY 
DO I DO IT AND WHY SHOULD YOU  
 
THESIS-ISH CONCLUSION 
One way to analyze the collective moral anatomy of a culture is by looking at how they 
value things. I believe this: that cultural identity can be moored and defined and perpetuated by 
the way it chooses to distribute the abstract capital of cultural value 10. To use American culture, !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
10 When I refer to “culture” as a capital I It I am referring to the collective body that makes up 
the culture, but also the ways in which a culture expresses itself, which for 21’st century 
America, is, increasingly, corporate-media.  
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yet again, as an example: what does the popular belief that a continuous access to luxury goods11 
is not only indistinguishable, but isomorphic, with the post-modern “American dream”, say 
about who we are? And in contrast, what does a culture that values things for reasons that 
transcend the utile and productive, and enter the realm of sentimentality, say about them?  
Well:  
When we define ourselves and our culture by its abundance of material/luxury things, our 
very identity risks becoming kind of ephemeral, unstable, and needy. If American cultural 
significance and identity is increasingly defined by consumption12, isn’t there a kind of obvious 
absence of a finish line, no moment of repose, or no coherent moral value or really enduring 
meaning to the process of our existence? That we will always need more to be satisfied? If this is 
true of certain ideologies/lifestyles in The US, are there other ways of being? My answer is that, 
at least in the very basic ways people spoke about kompa in Tarap, I’m pretty sure I caught a 
glimpse of an alternative, no matter how simple. 
To be limpidly clear, this is not to say that the people of Tarap are all enlightened, sitting 
in baskets and appreciating everything in their lives perfectly. Rather, I am merely suggesting 
that by the very virtue with which people from Tarap cherish specific things in their lives, both 
practically and sentimentally, there is something singular and stable and functional about how 
they construct cultural identity and value. Phurwa-la Gyaltsen said to me one of the days I was 
staying with his family in Tokyu that “happiness can never be an external thing, but only 
something to be made in here (pointing at head).” With respect and admiration for his moral 
wisdom, I feel the urge to wonder:  is tied in with stable and enduring allocations of cultural 
value perhaps a higher and more enduring sense of contentment? That by appreciating something 
not because it stands for success or wealth or luxury or ideology, but because you slept in it as a 
baby, because it carries just about everything very well, and because you find in its ergonomics 
and function the manifestation of Beauty, one might have an enviably elegant and healthy 
conception of happiness?  
 
 !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!11!Viz. Wal-Mart, SUV’s, plasma screens, seasonal fruit year round!12!Consumption as the increasing value assigned to how much we have (not how kind you are 
but how many friends you have, not how good at your job you are but how large the savings 
account is, not how intelligent you are but how prestigious your degree is etc. etc). rather than 
what and why we have. !
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(Kompa just outside the town of Juphal. Photo by author.) 
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LIST OF USES FOR KOMPA PARTIALLY COLLECTED FROM OBSERVATION 
PARTLY FROM INTERVIEWS 
 
1. Dung carrying 
2. Fertilizer carrying 
3. Stone carrying  
4. Hay or other fodders 
5. Sick people carrying 
6. Sifting/sieving 
7. Trash bin/collector 
8. Chicken coop 
9. Household 
storage 
10. Harvesting 
crops 
11. Firewood 
collecting 
12. Produce selling 
13. Carrying other 
baskets (to sell) 
14. Containing 
seeds while 
sowing 
15. Saddle bags 
16. Transporting 
fragile thing 
(tea glasses to 
the field) 
(Drawings by Rinzi-la Lama) 
17. Mold/cast for raw-hide baskets (Yak, Cow and Ox hide) 
18. Baby basket/bed 
19. “To carry each and everything you need to carry.” 
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SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
  
Out of the really innumerable possible topics for further study in Dolpa, I would suggest 
for anyone interested in the intersections between pragmatic skills and abstract “culture” the 
practice of fishing in Lower Dolpa. Having brought my fly rod to Nepal, I had anticipated/hoped 
for some opportunities to cast into the blue rivers that flow out of the Himalayas, and maybe 
even catch a fish. I never did end up catching that fish on my moderately swanky L.L. Bean rod, 
but I did encounter a number of people along the Thuli Bheri river catching white-ish, sizable 
fish on long, light, single culm bamboo poles. As far as my basic familiarity with Buddhist 
positions on the act of killing, and from what some of the well-meaning SIT staff had to say 
about my fishing aspirations, catching and killing fishing is generally looked down upon in 
Nepal as a “low” occupation, rather like blacksmithing, professional butchery, and even basket 
weaving. However, there do exist people in Dolpa who catch fish in the roaring Thuli river, 
whether for sustenance or sale or both I’m not exactly sure. Either way, the details of this 
practice and its “cultural position” would be an interesting topic for further investigation. Mainly 
though, I thought the rods were cool. 
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(The author kind of getting the hang on things. Photo by Rinzi-la Lama)
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